ADVICE
Be careful not to damage or puncture your mattress topper with any sharp object
(jewelry, shoes, animal claws, etc.).
Children and elderly or fragile people: use the CLIMSOM CANICULE mattress topper
under the supervision of a responsible adult.
Use freshness to sleep well during hot weather, avoid sweating, relieve heavy legs,
relieve restless legs, and activate brown fats.
Use heat on low back pain, lumbago and other muscle contractures.
The coolness or heat will be felt even through clothing.
In hot weather, we advise you to turn your equipment on 45 minutes before bedtime.
This is how long it will take to reach the coolest temperatures and optimize thermal
inertia. We also advise to cover your mattress topper and pillow with a duvet or
blanket during this period, so that all of your bedding will be full of freshness.
You can program a postponed start or an early stop. Please refer to your thermocontroller instructions manual.
Use the CLIMSOM CANICULE during heat waves to optimize thermal comfort. In periods
of moderate temperatures, the PERSONAL or DOUBLE CLIMSOM will be more suitable
to optimize mechanical comfort.

COMPOSITION
CLIMSOM CANICULE Mattress Topper
Connection hose

100% PVC
100% SILICONE

Discover our other wellness, bedding products
on our website www.climsom.com.
Contact us by email at contact@climsom.com
or by phone on +33 (0)2 85 52 44 74.
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Cooling Mattress Topper

To work, the CLIMSOM CANICULE mattress
connected to a CLIMSOM thermo-controller.

topper

must

be

The CLIMSOM CANICULE mattress topper achieves the coolest temperatures because
of its PVC material which improves thermal transfer, the quantity of water which
passes through the "grid" and the important size of thermal exchange surface.

Read carefully this manual before use

DESCRIPTION
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1 –100% PVC CLIMSOM CANICULE Mattress Topper
2 – Connection pipe
3 – Connectors with “drop-stop” springs
4 – Connection hose with you CLIMSOM thermo-controller (1,50m)

INSTALLATION
1 – Place your CLIMSOM CANICULE mattress topper between your mattress and your
fitted sheet, or directly on your fitted sheet. For best support and protection, it is
advised to place it under the fitted sheet.
2 – Connect your CLIMSOM CANICULE (1) mattress topper to your CLIMSOM thermocontroller with the 1,50m hose included (4). Be sure each connector (3) is correctly
plugged in. You must hear a loud « click ».
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3 – Fill the water tank of your CLIMSOM thermo-controller completely, ideally with
demineralized or distilled water, or with low mineral and low lime water. Leave the
thermo-controller cap open for the duration of the mattress topper filling (steps 3 and
4).
4 – Turn on your CLIMSOM thermo-controller: at this step, the water contained in the
tank will empty to fill the CLIMSOM CANICULE mattress topper. Fill the tank again. To
ensure that the water is distributed correctly over the entire surface of the mattress
topper, apply a few pressures just by lying on the mattress topper for a few minutes. In
total, it will be necessary to add water 2 or 3 times to fill the mattress topper and the
tank completely, for a total of about 1.7L.
5 – Set the temperature on the screen or with the remote. To start, try moderate
temperatures (23-28°C) and increase or decrease gradually to find your personal
comfort temperature.
The CLIMSOM CANICULE makes it possible to reach temperatures between 15°C and
48°C, these temperatures are given as an indication as they depend on many factors
(volume of the room, surrounding temperature, room ventilation, sleeper
temperature, room ventilation, sleeper morphology, thermal inertia of the mattress…).

MAINTENANCE
The CLIMSOM CANICULE mattress topper can be cleaned with soft soap and sponge,
without any detergent.
- Let dry in open air. Do not use tumble dryer.
- Do not expose to sunlight.
- Do not iron.
- Do not dry clean.
- Do not mark the folds when you store your CLIMSOM CANICULE.
- For storage, empty water from the pad by pressing on the "drop-stop" springs
connector thanks to the drain key included with your CLIMSOM thermo-controller,
and place the product in a dry place.
- Due to temperature spread, there might be condensation: air out your bed.

CAUTION
- This product is designed for your comfort and for a domestic use. If there is any
doubt about the heat or coolness use in your situation, consult a doctor.
- In cases of sickness or discomfort, stop using CLIMSOM CANICULE and consult a
doctor.
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